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LAST MEETING: November 8, 2018

Announcements:

• Dictionaries have been delivered.

Program:  Norm Lewark

When practicing dentistry, Norm got interested in looking beyond dental education and found out about research
in Germany by a former electrical engineer who had gotten bladder cancer and had his bladder removed.   He 
knew his life expectancy would be diminished by infections because he would now have to have a catheter.   He
got interested in Chinese acupuncture; then went to China and learned about 12 meridians in the body where life
energy flows.  He measured these currents and there weren’t any of what he thought might be electrical currents.
This took a sensitive instrument to measure, but could not find anything; he thought this might still work as a 
circuit.    He applied a low level of current and measured at points where the needles in the acupuncture had 
been inserted.   He began going into surgery with surgeons and measuring all the points.   Over 10 years of 
research, he found out what each point referred to in detail.  Came up with magnificent system to determine 
which of the 12 meridians were malfunctioning and at which point.   He also found additional meridians the 
Chinese had not discovered.   Started demonstrating system by reading meridians.   For example, a patient had 
been given a homeopathic remedy (which he put in his pocket).  When the remedy was removed the readings 
went back to what they were before.

This opened a new avenue of research and he started creating homeopathic remedies for viral and bacterial 
diseases, as well as pesticides, etc.    He could diagnose Aids, Polio, etc.    From there he went on to treating 
people with homeopathic remedies, but that was the point he may have started going off the rails.    He was 
giving multiple substances all at once which caused most people to get worse because the body can only handle 
so much at a time. 

Norm applied this to his dental practice to determine if patients would have a reaction to the filling material.   
Eighty-five percent (85%) of diseases are caused by teeth.   He found that a lot of harm was due to mercury 
fillings.   Norm quit doing mercury fillings even though there was no real affordable alternative.    Norm ran this
procedure on a patient for a friend and found that it looked like the patient had a bad heart valve on the left side. 
The patient went to the cardiologist and found that the valve problem was on the right side, however, when the 
patient had an X-ray dye test done, they found that the valve was on the left side after all.   The patient told the 
surgeon “my dentist told me that in 15 minutes and didn’t nearly kill me” and the patient got a new a valve.  

Norm then started getting referrals from other doctors.   He learned that people with many allergies had a history
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of reactions to bee stings or mosquito bites.   He gave the patients a gradual increase of homeopathic amounts 
over a 10-week course of treatment.   Ten years later, after Norm had left dentistry, he received a thank-you 
letter from a patient.   This patient had not had any allergies since they had gone through the treatment.   This 
patient even placed third in a triathlon.

 It became necessary to become more measured in his approach, removing the old amalgam fillings.   He found 
that it was necessary to test for removal of mercury before putting permanent fillings in.   His assistant found a 
device that would tell when fillings were the main issue and needed to be removed.   There was lots of 
vaporized mercury exposure when fillings were removed making being a dentist very hard on Norm.   Today 
dentists are still using mercury fillings!   The dental industry is “sleazy” regarding hazards related to mercury 
fillings.   Older fillings leak less mercury.   Norm became very sensitive to any mercury in the environment and 
because of this, he couldn’t even be in a building where there was a dentist.    Due to his sensitivity, Norm then 
went to architecture school.    One of the effects he suffered because of the mercury poisoning his system was 
his memory—he would forget his receptionist’s name, among many other things.

Now they have much improved acupuncture testing equipment.

UPCOMING MEETINGS:

12/6/18: Mike Ludlow – Oxbow Mining (Kevin Parks)
12/13/18: John Poulos – Arch Coal Co. (Jackie Parks)
12/20/18: DMEA Representative (Bain Weinberger)


